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scheme was laid before Burghley for the compulsory division Proposals
and sowing of wastes to compensate for the land which had {^VT/
been turned from arable to grass, and the Crown set an commons,
example by dividing a common on one of its estates among
the freeholders and copyholders l. A Bill for ' improving'
the commons was introduced into Parliament in 1621, but
it met with strong opposition. " Innovations dangerous ",
said one member. " The eye of Providence can hardly foresee
the mischiefs/' declared another, alluding to Kett's insurrec-
tion 2. A proposal made to Charles I, to ' improve' many
thousand acres of heath and barren commons, " not annually
worth sixpence an acre ", assumed the appearance of a fiscal
device to fill the coffers of the ' projectors ' associated with
it3. A writer under the Commonwealth appealed to Parlia-
ment to enclose the commons, yet to disarm opposition he
was careful to add : " provided it be done with so large
allotments unto all people that have any interest or present
benefit thereby, as they may be gainers by such enclosures
if they will be industrious " 4. A Bill was introduced into
Parliament in 1656 to enclose the commons but was re-
jected : a similar fate befell a Bill brought forward after the
Restoration 5. While the economic advantages of enclosing
the commons seemed incontestable, the ' great controverted
point' turned upon its social consequences—whether it
would tend to depopulate the village and injure the poor6.
The economic and social interests of the rural community
appeared in conflict, though Houghton believed that enclosure
of the waste would increase the population, and Petty held
that its cultivation would do away with beggary 7. None of
the projects we have mentioned materialized—no Govern-
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